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Muskwa-Kechika
' the land is alive
rich in resources
a life to be sustained

a vast mosaic of protected areas and special management zones
located in northeastern British Columbia, Canada

British Columbia, Canada

..
Protected Areas: 1.64 milhon hectares
Special Management Zones: 3.63 milhon hectares
~,At-eStL'tNKA

Special Wtldland Zones: 0.92 milhon hectares

THE MUSKWA-KECHIKA
MANAGEMENT AREA

March 12, 2004
The Honourable George Abbott
Minister of Sustainable Resource Management
Room 346, Parliament Buildings
Victoria, British Columbia
V8WlX4
Honourable George Abbott:
On behalf of the Muskwa-KechikaAdvisory Board, it is my pleasure to submit
the 2002-2003 Report to the Premier and the Public for the fiscal year
endingMarch31, 2002.
The Muskwa-Kechika Management Area Management Plan (October 1,
1997), section 2.1.1 (b) specifies that the Advisory Board will be responsible
for reporting, at least annually, to the public and the Premier on the results of the
Boards semi-annual reviews and any other issues related to the management of
the Muskwa-Kechika Management Area.
We look forward to the year ahead.
Respectfully,

/--;:7

//::.~~--/ .·

~~

Ross Peck
Chair, Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board
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one of North America's last remaining, true wilderness
areas south of the 60th parallel

Muskwa-Kechika
nature in coexistence
with managed activity
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Muskwa-Kechika - global treasure
wild heartland
deep in British Columbia's Northern Rockies
Pronounced musk-wa ke-chee-kah, the Muskwa and Kechika are First
Nations names of two rivers found in the Muskwa-Kechika Management
Area. Several translations exist for these names, among them

Muskwa great bear
Kechika white-running water
Few places in the world match the raw beauty and environmental
significance of the Muskwa-Kechika Management Area (M-KMA). Located in
the northeastern quarter of the Province of British Columbia, Canada,
where the boreal plains and muskeg regions of the east meet the rugged
Northern Rockies and continental diVide of the west, the 6. 4 million-hectare
M-KMA, often referred to as the "Serengeti of the North", remains as one of
the last true North American wilderness areas south of the sixtieth parallel.

managing a global treasure
Created through a British Columbia Act of Legislation in 1998, and later
enlarged in 2001, the Muskwa-Kechika Management Area was born of three
large-scale Land and Resource Management Plans (LRMPs) created for
regions of northeastern BC. Designating the M-KMA as a region unto itself,
the intent of the provincial government was - and is to

maintain in perpetuity the wilderness quality,
diversity and abundance of wildlife, and
ecosystems on which it depends, while allowing
resource development and use in parts of the MKMA designated for those purposes, including
recreation, hunting, trapping, timber
harvesting, mineral exploration and mining,
and oil and gas exploration and development.

diversity of riches

home to globally significant environmental values

The size of Ireland, or appr~ximately one eighth the land mass of British
Columbia itself, the Muskwa-Kechika Management Area comprises vast
regions of protected areas, parks, ecological reserves and special
management zones.

one of the largest intact predator-prey systems on
the North American continent
rich in biological and ecological diversity
a vast mosaic of largely undisturbed terrain

It is in these special management zones that resource exploration and
development may be permitted, carefully managed to sustain the
environmental integrity of the land.

home to people

land of Illi2n!Y
bountiful natural resources
:\Ilinerals, timber, oil and gas
~bundant wildlife
hunting and trapping ·
public wilderness recreation
commercial wilderness recreation
historic sites
scenic splendor

local communities
Kaska Dena First Nations
Treaty 8 First Nations
Carrier Sekani Tribal Council First Nations

land of beautv
unparalleled wilderness
unparalleled wildlife habitat
expansive forests and rolling foothills
pristine lakes, whitewater rivers
waterfalls, hot springs, spectacular geological formations
sub-alpine, alpine regions and wetlands '

providing home to wildlife
wolf, grizzly and black bear
plains and wood bison
moose, elk, caribou
Stone's sheep
mountain goat
mule and whitetail deer

Muskwa-Kechika Management Area
rich in natural resources
wilderness and wildlife values
to be planned, managed
preserved, protected, and sustain.ed
while allowing for use
including natural resource development
.b.y:people
for people
now and for the future
for the benefit of all
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Muskwa -Kechika Advisory Board
overview
from the Muskwa · Kechika Advisory Board Chair

It is my privilege to submit the Muskwa-Kechika Advisory
Board Annual Report to the Premier and the Public, for the
fiscal year ending March 31, 2003.
The Muskwa-Kechika Management Area (M-KMA) was
legislated into being in 1998 with the passing of the
· Muskwa-Kechika Management Act (Bill 3 7), and its subsequent amendments
(Bills 14-2001 and 22-2002). An Advisory Board of eighteen members
provides government with a broad range of information and advice
concerning issues ofland use and resource planning and management in the
M-KMA, while making recommendations to the Trustee of the Muskwa-.
Kechika Trust Fund, also the Minister of Sustainable Resource Management,
\or annual expenditures.
The priority facing the Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board this year was the
completion of local strategic plans in a timely manner. A secondary goal
was to improve overall Board governance while delivering Trust Fund
projects in an efficient and cost-effective manner.
Completion of local strategic plans is a legislated prerequisite to resource
development in the M-KMA. Of these strategic plans, Pre-Tenure Plans
guide oil and gas development, one of which was completed this year for the
Besa-Prophet (Phase I) region, with others, for the Halfway-Graham region
and the southern portion of the Muskwa West Resource Management
Zones, completed to final draft stages. Oil and Gas Pre-Tenure Planning for
other zones in the M-KMA are scheduled for completion in 2003-2004, with
the possibility of new zones being added for planning according to their
economic (business case) potential.
Landscape Unit Objective planning,.guiding forestry industry development,
was completed both for the Fox and Obo Resource Management Zones in
the Kwadacha region of the M-KMA. As well, development of a Recreation
Management Plan (including commercial recreation) proceeded for the
West Side of the MKMA, work that will complement recreation planning
already in place for the East Side. Additionally; the Wildlife Management
Plan for the M-KMA was subject to extensive public review; and Parks
Management plans for various Parks within the MK were under
development.
Completion of an assessment of the role of the Muskwa Kechika Advisory
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Board and analysis of governance options led to recommendations for
governance redesign that included streamlining of operations, fine tuning of
Board size, and movement toward fiduciary commitments by Board
members. To reduce administrative costs while increasing efficiency; the
number of Board meetings per year was reduced, and the committee system
was enhanced to facilitate timely and effective decision making. Strategies
were initiated to evaluate the development of an appropriate advisory
mechanism beyond 2005, , as well as the potential for new funding
mechanisms for the MKMA.

Within this fiscal year, direct government contributions to the Trust Fund
were reduced to a maximum of one million dollars, while the ablity to match
outside funds was increased to one million. Objectives for the maintenance
of essential programs, delivery of local strategic plans, and protection of
long-term investments in ongoing research were achieved while reducing
overall expenditures. Emphasis was placed on completing primary
planning projects and key research projects that directly support planning.
Additional focus was placed on implementing programs to ensure that First
Nations values and traditional ecological knowledge are incorporated into
land use and resource management planning within the MKMA.
Since assuming the position of Chair of the Muskwa-KechikaAdvisory Board,
in July 2002, I have been struck by the singled-minded dedication of our
Board members, all of whom are committed to a shared vision of the MKMA, one preserving its integrity, now and for generations to come. It has
been through their diligence and hard work, and the work of numerous
service contractors and our staff, that the interests of the M-KMA continue
to be served. It has been my honour and privilege to work with these
people, towards this cause.
Ross Peck
March 2003

Muskwa -Kechika Advisory Board
setting a global standard for land use and
resource planning and management
integrating economic. environmental and social values
Appointed by the Premier of the Province ofBritish Columbia, the MuskwaKechika Advisory Board is charged with advising the provincial government
on issues of land use and resource planning and management in the
Muskwa-KechikaManagementArea.
Doing so the Advisory Board ensures that activities in the Management Area
are consistent with the intent and objectives of Land and Resource
Management Plans (LRMPs), as well as the Muskwa-Kechika Management
Act and the Muskwa-Kechika Management Plan. Additionally, the Advisory
Board monitors activities including resource development activities, in the
Management Area, and makes recommendations for expenditures from the
Muskwa-Kechika Trust Fund.
Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board members reflect a diversity of_
pers~ectives, among them
First Nations, labour,
fores try, mining, oil and gas,
the environment, conservation,
local and regional governments,
commercial recreation, wilderness tourism,
trapping and guide outfitting.

Muskwa·Kechika Advisory Board
a commitment to land stewardship
Tom Briggs brings a local government perspective to the Advisory
Board. Having a background in both economic development and
forestry, Tom is currently se,rving his third term as Mayor of
Mackenzie, British Columbia.

Representing the Dease River First Nation, Bill Lux is Kaska Dena
Council Executive Vice Chair of Lands and Resources. One of four
Kaska Dena members to sit on the Advisory Board, Bill is dedicated to
bringing the perspective of ~ska Dena First Nations people to land
use and resource planning and management in the M-KMA.
A geophysicist having extensive experience in the mining industry,
nationally and internationally, Bruce McKnight is currently involved
in mining related public and investor relations. A representative of
the mining industry during the Commission on Resources and the
Environment (CORE) process, Bruce is lifelong nature and
wilderness enthusiast.
A knowledgeable big game hunter and backcountry traveler, Barry
Holland brings experience in petroleum and natural gas technology,
as well as industrial ,safety. Barry actively participated in the Fort St.
John Land and Resource Management planning process prior to
being appointed to the Board.
Neil Meagher offers a labour management perspective to the
Advisory Board. As Business Agent for the Industrial Wood and
Allied Workers of Canada (IWA), Neil is involved in the forestry
industry at both provincial and national levels. An active participant
in the Fort Nelson Land and Resource Management planning process,
Neil is currently involved with the McGregor Model Forest
Association.
Karen Goodings, who is well experienced in processes ofland use and
resource management planning, has an extensive background in
regional district government and rural issues.

Chair of the Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board, Ross Peck owns and
manages a Northern Rockies guide outfitting company. A registered
biologist widely knowledgeable about local history and the outdoors,
Ross works as a consultant to government and related organizations
concerning issues of wildlife biology, predator-prey relationships,
and the effects of natural burning.

Muskwa -Kechika Advisory Board
Vice-President of the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers
(CAPP), David Luff is widely experienced in the oil and gas industry.
Drawing on years of service with the Government. of Alberta, David
brings to the ·f>.dvisory Board considerable knowledge of interdepartmental provincial government affairs.

D

.

D

Actively involved in the forest industry of northeastern British
Columbia, Jim Stephensen, is broadly experienced working with
government and participating in land use planning processes.

Liz Logan brings to the Board a wealth of knowledge and experience
concerning Treaty 8 First Nations issues. "Former Chief of the Fort
Nelson First Nation, Liz is committed to ensuring that traditional
knowledge and values of First Nations people are integrated into
processes ofland use and resource planning and management.

Muskwa-Kechika Program Manager Howard Madill sits as ex officio
member of the Advisory Board representing the Ministry of
Sustainable Resource Management. Howard brings a wide range of
experience working for both provincial and territorial governments
in Canada, and has a background in natural r~ource management
and land use planning.

Dave Porter, who represents the Kaska Demi'First Nations, has an
extensive background working at all levels of government, including
the Territorial governments.
Dave is well experienced in
communications, politics and public service.
Having an extensive background in wildlife and wildland
conservation, as well as nature photography and backcountry
travelling, Wayne Sawchuk was actively involved in land use
planning processes leading to the creation of the M-KMA. Wayne is
also knowledgeable about and experienced in both the forestry and
oil and gas industries.
jack Sime brings a municipal government persp.ective to the
Advisory Board. Jack also brings considerable knowledge of and
appreciationfor the backcountry.
/

A member of the Kaska Nation, Peter Stone represents the Muncho
·Area and Kwadacha First Nations. Involved in the oil and gas
industry, Peter serves as a consultant for aboriginal communities and
the petroleum industry. Born and raised in the M-KMA, he is widely
knowledgeable about forestry, mining, trapping and guiding.

National Conservation Director for the Canadian Parks and
Wilderness Society (CPAWS), George Smith brings a vast array of
kiiowledge and experience about environmental issues. With fellow
Advisory Board member Wayne Sawchuk, George was an
instrumental participant in processes leading to the creation of the
Muskwa-Kechika Management Area.
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Brian Wolf, representing the Prophet River First Nation, is widely
experienced in Treaty 8 First Nations issues. A wildlife enthusiast,
Brian was raised in the Prophet River area and has first-hand
knowledge of and experience in the backcountry.

D

A former representative of the Canadian Association of Petroleum
Producers (CAPP), David Stuart is 'Yell experienced in the oil and
gas industry, with specific interests in issues of the environment,
worker health, safety and community affairs.
~·

~cfr·

A linguist and historian for the Kaska Dena in northern British
Columbia, Dennis Porter represents the Daylu Dena Council First
Nation, Fireside, BC. A nature enthusiast, Dennis is widely
knowledgeable about the outdoors.

Muskwa -Kechika Advisory Board
committees of the Advisory Board
working parts of a whole

pre-tenure planning committee

The Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board represents the interests of the
Muskwa-Kechika Management Area as well as the perspectives of individual
Board members when performing its principle role of advising government
concerning matters of land use and resource planning and management in
the M-KMA. When possible, all decisions of the Board are made by
consensus of the whole of the Board.

This Committee monitors, reviews and evaluates Oil and Gas Pre-Tenure
Plans for the M-KMA, while providing recommendations and advice for
review of both the Advisory Board and the provincial government. The PreTenure Planning Committee is also charged with advocating ne.w,
innovative and emerging technologies which may help to minlll.}ize negative
environmental impact, when resource development work is located in
ecologically sensitive areas.

In addition to sitting as members of the Board, many Board members sit as
members of Committees of the Board charged, with specific functions and
responsibilities. To a large extent it is these Committees that perform the
work of the Advisory Board.
·

recreation plan liason committee
The Recreation Plan Liason Committee works with a range of government
and consulting agencies to review and evaluate ongoing development of the
M-KMA Recreation Management Plan.

research committee
Comprised of both Advisory Board members and representatives from the
University of Northern British Columbia (UNBC) and the Northern Land
Use Institute (NLUI), the Research Committee plans, organizes,
implements and monitors a host of large and small-scale research projects
pertinent to land use, wildlife and environmental issues in the M-KMA.

strategic planning review committee
Charged with both long and short-term planning and development for the
Muskwa-Kechika Management Area, as well as for the Advisory Board itself,
this Committee ensures that the aims, goals and objectives of the Board are
regularly reviewed, improved upon, and ultimately achieved.

executive committee

'

A central authority comprised of the Chairs of Advisory Board Committees,
as well as the Chair of the Advisory Board, the Executive Committee
oversees the day-to-day activities, operations and programs of the Advisory
Board. While neither setting strategic plans nor proyiding policy direction,
this Committee may make decisions on behalf of the Advisory Board when
time may not allow full participation of the entire Board.

outreach and fundraising committee
Responsible for a range of communications, education and public
information programs, the Outreach Committee, which is also responsible
for fundraising, promotes both the interests of the Muskwa-Kechika
Management Area and the work of the Advisory Board. It is the Outreach
Committee that oversees the planning, organization and implementation of
special Advisory Board events and initiatives, such as the annual M-KAB
Workshop and First Nations Environmental Youth Camp.

Muskwa Kechika Advisory Board
planning today
providing for tomorrow
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Muskwa Kechika Advisory Board
activities apd relationships
toward monitoring, reviewing, and reporting

!AMC Annual Report
to the Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board
For the fiscal year 2002-2003, issued, renewed or replaced activity tenures
or permits within the Muskwa-Kechika Management Area included
20 new tenures or permits
530 renewed tenures or permits
25 replaced tenures or permits

activity highlights
Timber. Authorized. Two block authorizations were granted to Canadian
Forest Products ( CANFOR) Limited, with no harvesting activity.

a relationship
between the Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board (M-KAB)
and the Ominica-Peace Inter-Agency
Management Committee (!AMC)
It is a key responsibility of the M-KAB to ensure that activities Within the
Muskwa-Kechika Management Area are consistent with the intent of the
Muskwa-Kechika Management Plan. .
Adopted by the Government of British Columbia through an Order in
Council in October 1997, the Management Plan (i) specifies land use
planning and management objectives for the Muskwa-Kechika Management
Area, and (ii) outlines an integrated, coordinated approach to planning and
management among different agencies of the provincial government, as
represented by the Omineca-Peace Inter-Agency Management Committee
(lAM C). Government agencies represented by the lAM C include:
Ministry of Forests
Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection
Ministry of Energy and Mines
British Columbia Oil and Gas Commission
Lind and Water British Columbia Incorporated
Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management
Public Works and Government Services Canada (for the Alaska Highway)
The Muskwa-Kechika Management Plan directs the Muskwa-Kechika
Advisory Board to review the issuance of all tenures or permits for resource
and other development activities in the Management Area.

7

Timber. Approved. A joint Forest Development Plan was submitted by
Abitibi Consolidated Company of Canada and Kaska Dena First Nation,
Kwadacha.
Environmental Research. Completed. Fieldwork for a joint MuskwaKechika Trust Fund (M-KAB)/University of Northern British Columbia
(UNBC) project to develop an ecosystem approach to habitat capability and
cumulative effects modeling.
First Nations/Oil and Gas. Consultation. A series of First Nations and
other stakeholder consultations were convened regarding land use and
resource planning and management in relation to potential oil and gas
exploration and development activity.

activity highlights (continued)
Oil and Gas. Completed. The Halfway-Graham Pre-Tenure Planning
Consultation Draft. This document is currently available for public
review.
Oil and Gas. Authorized. One amended well authorization in the Upper
Sikanni, to be accessed by an ice-snow road using cut and fill construction
methods. One pipeline application under review, nine applications for
geophysical work approved. Seven inspections completed by the BC Oil
and Gas Commission to ensure compliance to environmental and safety
regulations.
Oil and Gas. Approved. Besa-Prophet Pre-Tenure Plan (Phase One), by
government, with a revised Phase Two due for completion in.March 2004.

Fish and Wildlife. Completed. Year Two of a Muskwa-Kechika Trust Fund
Fish and Fish Habitat Inventory (Upper Muskwa Watershed Group).
Fish and Wildlife. In progress: Continuing work to complete a Mus1lwaKechika Trust Fund Frog-Gataga Caribou Herd habitat study.

table

I

government-issued M-KMA tenures and permits 2002-2003
Renewal/
Existing

New

Tenures/Permits

...

'
Public Recreation. Initiated. Maintenance work along fourteen kilometers
of the Chowade River Recreation Trail.

Grazing licenses

Parks. Approved. Operations permits approved for campgrounds at Liard
River Hot Springs, Muncho Lake and Stone Mountain.

Free use permits

I

'

Grazing permits

3

II
I

Cash timber sales

'

. ..

'

1

i

10

AMA permits

19

Land use
Research
Operations

4
2

'

Enforcement and Conservation. Patrol service. Conservation Officer
·vehicle and ATV patrols to Christina Falls, Redfern Trail, Sikanni, Alaska
Highway, Stone Mountain Park and Summit Lake.

Drilling licenses

'

.

'

4

i

I

I

29

I

9
1

Well authorization

2
4

;
I

License of occupation
Reserve

!

I

II

Pipeline permits
Geophysical approval

'""'·•·

I

I

Highway relocation

Enforcement and Conservation. First Nations training. Continued First
Nations Conservation Officer training, including firearms, field and first aid
training.

I

:11d;

"

Lease

I

I

I

I

'

8
19
1

243

I

Permit

0

I

I

Mineral leases
Notice of work

8
9

i

Angling guide license

Mineral claims

I

46
47

Trapline

Enforcement and Conservation. In progress. Continued Park Ranger
patrols and enforcement activities, as well as monitoring of Park Use
Permits and site inspections.

82
11
5

'

·Non-exclusive commercial

Commercial Recreation. License application review. Continued review in
advance of a completed M-KMA Commercial Recreation Plan (due 2004) of
twenty-nine guide outfitter and related applications seeking licensing for
activity.

Replacement

I
I
I

I

8

I

" Each active pennit may authorize activities in more than one park
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Muskwa Kechika Advisory Board
!AMC Report Review
an evaluation of managed activity in the M-KMA
by the Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board
It is a key role of the Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board to advise the Ministry
of Sustainable Resource Management, as well as other agencies of
government, concerning land use and resource planning and manageme~t
in the M-KMA. Doing so the Board ensures that any information it provides
is timely, current and accurate.
While the Advisory Board acknowledges that it is an objective of the
Government of British Columbia to allow for integrated resource
development in regions of the Muskwa-Kechika Management Area, the Board
also acknowledges that not all environmental impacts fesulting from
development may be fully determined in advance.
As a consequence of this, the Advisory Board monitors unresolved land use
and resource issues pending in the M-KMA, concerning, for example,
unregulated tenures and the negative environmental effects of high use
recreation corridors.

evaluation statement
In consultation with the Oinineca-Peace Inter-Agency Management
Committee, and having reviewed the IAMC 2002-2003 Annual Report to
the M-KAB, the Muskwa-KechikaAdvisoryBoardis pleased to report that
all tenures or permits issued, renewed or- replaced, as well as all
operations conducted ·by government agencies in the M-KMA were
deemed consistent with the Muskwa-Kechika Management Area Act
and the Fort Nels on, Fort St.] ohn and Mackenzie Land and Resource
Management Plans.
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providing information, recommendations and advice
toward informed decision-making

from the Advisory Board to government
information, recommendations and advice
The Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board is charged under the MuskwaKechika Management Area Act to provide the Government of British
Columbia with information, recommendations and advice concerning land
use 11nd resource planning and management in the M-KMA. This was
contributed this year on a variety of subjects, in relation to a number of
issues, broadly categorized under the following headings:

forestry planning
landscape unit objectives
Created by the provincial government to integrate land use planning with
forestry management practices, the Forest Practices Code of British
Columbia provides for the establishment of Landscape Unit Plans (LUPs)
and Landscape Unit Objectives (LUOs). These are used towards planning a
consistent, coordinated approach to the conservation of biodiversity and
other environmental values, while allowing for timber resource
development and extraction.
Upon review of Landscape Unit Planning for the Muskwa-Kechika
Management Area, the Advisory Board reminded government that
development of LUOs were prerequisite to any timber extraction activity,
and that a need existed to establish LUOs for potential areas of timber
harvesting throughout the M-KMA. Further, the Board encouraged
government to initiate this process early; while ensuring consultation from
both the public and the Advisory Board.

conflicting interests
airborne (helicopter) geomagnetic survey
Notified of a proposed helicopter geomagnetic (seismic) survey to be
conducted at low levels in the Besa-Prophet region of the M-KMA, the
Advisory Board recommended that public and First Nations consultations
first be held to evaluate potential negative impacts to ground-level wildlife
and wilderness. This recommendation was made to underscore the
importance· of evaluating environmental impacts, as well as impacts to First
Nations people, prior to potentially disturbing industrial activity.

Though the Advisory Board due to diminished resources was unable to
contribute to year four of an ongoing five-year inventory and assessment
program, one that had originated with the development of the M-KMA
Recreation Management Plan, the Board urged government through the
Ministry of Forests to continue this important work, deemed vital in terms
of effective public and commercial recreation planning for the M-KMA.

With the commencement of helicopter survey flights in the Besa-Prophet,
the Advisory Board continued to encourage government to make every
effort to minimize negative impacts to wildlife and the environment, as well
as to important research studies ongoing in the area.

pre·tenure pianning ·process
oil and gas resource exploration
and development
To this end the Board recommended that a wildlife biologist be contracted to
(i) monitor and report on the consequences of this survey activity, (ii) to
advise government and industry accordingly, and (iii) to develop a planning
framework integrating research, environmental and industrial objectives, to
help guide and direct the implementation of future airborne survey ac,tivity.

research
recreation- related range use and campsite
assessment and planning
Since 1999, the ,Advisory Board, through the Muskwa Kechika Trust Fund,
has been a key funding sponsor of research programs aimed at assessing
campsite and range use sites throughout the Management Area.

Notified by the provincial government that a new deadline of March 2003
had been imposed for completion of all phases of oil and gas pre-tenure
planning for the Besa-Prophet region of the M-KMA, a date much earlier
than had originally been scheduled, the Advisory Board strongly
recommended that government reconsider this decision, and allow
planning to continue for another nine months, for completion in December
2003.
.
This was seen as critical by the Board, which was agreed that land use and
resource management and planning for the region, if expedited, would be
compromised, which in tum would .compromise important environment,
wildlife and wilderness values. This was especially so, in the opinion of the
Board, as Conservation Area Design (CAD) planning for the area, another
.M-KMA Trust Fund research initiative, had not yet commenced. The two,
oil and gas pre-tenure planning and the more environmentally and
culturally based CAD planning were, in the Board's view, inextricably
linked.
Government was therefore advised by the Board that, if land use and
resource planning and management in the M-KMA were to be truly
effective, adequate time for comprehensive study and data collection was
required.
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pre-tenure planning- review
oil and gas resource exploration
and development
Meeting to review Phase One of the Besa-Prophet Pre-Tenure Plan, the
Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board offered a series of recommendations to
government concerning the substance and scope of the document as a work
in progress.
While acknowledging the benefits of the Planto industry, in terms of access,
certainty and an improved process of regulatory decision-making, the
Advisory Board highlighted po_tential areas of concern as they related to (i)
the environment, (ii) sustainability of wilderness and wildlife values, and
(iii) impacts resource development was likely to have on people residing in
the area, in terms of socio-economic conditions, culture and heritage.

Also expressed by the Board was an ongoing concern that construction by
oil and gas industry companies of all-weather or multi-season roads brought
potentially significant negative impacts to wilderness and wildlife values,
and that this also was an issue that had not yet been properly resolved. It
was the :view of the Advisory Board that road access in the M-KMA was
deserving of continuing consultation, research and study throughout
remaining phases of the pre-tenure planning process, particularly as it
related to "best practices" of employing new or emerging road construction
techniques that were less da1Ila&ing to the environment.

Essential in the view of the Board was that scientific and other data deriving
from large-scale research projects in the M-KMA, in, particular the
Conservation Area Design (CAD), as well as studies undertaken by the
University of Northern British Columbia (UNBC), be properly considered
and integrated into the pre-tenure planning process.~lt was strongly felt by
Advisory Board members that information resulting from this research,
funded in total or in part through the M-KMA Trust Fund, was key to effective
long-term land use and resource planning and management, especially as it
related to emerging and innovative planning concepts such as "best
practices", "cumulative effects" and "adaptive management."

outreach funding
M-KAB First Nations environmental youth camp

Government was further advised that (i) scientific and other data
concerning oil and gas development impacts to First Nations communities
in the Besa-Prophet had, in the opinion of the Board, yet to be properly
gathered and assessed; and that (ii) workshops hosted by government to
solicit public input regarding further stages of the planning process be
scheduled to accommodate the timetables of knowledgeable and
experienced persons seasonally engaged working in the M-KMA
backcountry, such as guide outfitters and recreational hunters.
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Informed of a government decision to reduce funding for a First Nations
Environmental Youth Camp, an annual event sponsored by the M-KMA
Trust Fund, the Advisory Board, in consultation with Kaska Dena First
Nations, urged governmenHo reconsider and allow the full amount that had
been originally budgeted.
It was the view of the Advisory Board that this much. anticipated event
provided a host of important learning opportunities for young people and
future First Nations leaders to further their knowledge and understanding
of their environment, their heritage, and themselves.

research
water resource planning
In recognition of the importance of compiling a current, comprehensive
body of science-based data concerning aquatic resources in the M-KMA - a
region globally renowned for its watersheds and river systems - the,Advisory
Board requested from government, as well as related research agencies,
recommendations for aquatic research projects in the M-KMA.
As water resource planning, like land use and resource planning, was a vital

planning and management function, it was the view of the Board that
building a solid base of water-related research, analysis and advice was key
to effective decision-making.

addressing new governance challenges
a proposal for future M-KAB operations
At the request of the Minister of Sustainable Resource Management, the
Advisory Board developed a comprehensive planning document addressing
a range of new and emerging governance issues concerning the MuskwaKechika Management Area and the Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board, for the
present and the years to come.
Submitted to the Minister for approval in February 2003, A Proposed
Approach for Addressing Governance Challenges in the M-KMA: January
2003-December 2004 focused on (i) defining a new governance model for
the M-KMA to better reflect current, new and emerging planning and
funding changes; (ii) defining a new role for the Advisory Board within that
model; and (iii) planning for the continued and timely delivery of local
strategic plans.
Incorporating both short-term and long-term planning goals, this
document called for an immediate streamlining of operating practices and
procedures for the period 2003-2004, and a later expansion of the model to
meet the needs of the M-KMA and the M-KAB post 2005.

consultation
development of oil and gas
geophysical guidelines
Learning that geophysical guidelines regulating oil and gas industry activity
in the M-KMA were in development, and that a draft of this work was to be
used in pre-tenure planning processes for the Besa-Prophet region, the
Advisory Board expressed interest to government in being consulted in this
work, and in contributing to processes of evaluation, analysis and review.
Further, and in recognition that geophysical guidelines were also being
developed for oil and gas industry activity in an eastern region of the MKMA, adjaceni to the boundary, the Aclvisory Board expressed interest in
consulting and contributing to this proces~ as well.

the work of the Board
M-KAB research partnership
University of Northern British Columbia (UNBC)
Northern Land use Institute (NLUI)
Established in 1999, a Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board Partnership with
the University of Northern British Columbia and Northern Land Use
Institute has proven instrumental in gathering research materials vital to
land use and resource planning and management in the M-KMA, especially
in relation to issues of environmental sustainability and biological and
human ecology.
Over four consecutive years the Muskwa-Kechika Trust Fund has provided
support toward a.wide range of UNBC and NLUI research projects and
programs, as well as UNBC graduate student funding, a UNBC
Professorship and a NLUI Endowment Fund.

working with others
toward common goals

The Ian McTaggart-Cowan Muskwa-Kechika Research Professorship,
currently held at UNBC by Dr. Katherine Parker, focuses on wildlife biology
in the M-KMA, emphasizing large-scale studies in such areas as large animal
predator-prey ecosystems, fisheries, wilderness recreation, wilderness
management, and the impact of resource development activities on core
wilderness values. In addition to holding this key research position, Dr.
Parker, nominated this year for Academic of the Year, Confederation of
University Faculty AssoCiations of British Columbia, sits as a member of the
Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board Research Committee.
The Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board!UNBCINLUI Partnership, unique
among academic research collaborations, has helped to provide critical
bases of scientific data and information upon which accurate effective
'
long-term land use·and resource planning and management activicy rely:
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Advisory Board appointments
Having served as Vice-Chair of the Advisory Board since its inception in
1998, as well as interim chair for the past year, Ross Peck was appointed
Chair of the Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board inJuly 2002.
A registered wildlife biologist and well-known Northern
Rockies historian and guide outfitter, Ross brings a vast array of
knowledge and experience to his responsibilities. Long
committed to principles of responsible land use and resource
planning and management, Ross is charged with the role of
bringing people and organizations of often diverse perspectives and
interests together toward the achievement of common goals.
Also appointed in July 2002 was Howard Madill, as MuskwaKechika Program Manager. Responsible on behalf of the
Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management for the
implementation of the M-KMA Act and M-KMA Management
Plan, Howard serves both as Comptroller of the MuskwaKechika Trust Fund and an ex officio member of Advisory Board.
Howard brings extensive management experience working with
government at local, provincial and federal levels. He also maintains an
enduring relationship with the great outdoors.

extraordinary meeting

programs, activities, initiatives.
for people
by people
about people
in relation to the land

The Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board also met as a whole at a special or
extraordinary meeting, in December 2002, convened in Prince George,
British Columbia. The focus of this assembly was to review strategic
planning undertaken by the Board, at the request of the Minister of
Sustainable Resource Management, to clarify roles and ,responsibilities of
the Advisory Board for the future.

office and support services
co·ordination and administration
meetings of the Advisory Board
The eighteen-member Advisory Board meets as ,\ a whole three times
annually in locations either in or close to the Muskwa-Kechika Management
Area in northeastern British Columbia. Full meetings of the Board, unlike
Committees of the Board, which meet more regularly, are usually convened
over three-days, during which the business of the Board is conducted.
Advisory Board meetings were held this year in Fort St. John, Fort Nelson
and Mackenzie, British Columbia, where, in addition to full day, in-camera
proceedings, government and other representatives made a variety of land
use and resource planning and management information presentations.
The public attended all of these meetings, where time was allowed for
questions.

MXMA information office
,,.

Located in Fort St. John, British Columbia, the Muskwa-Kechika
Management Area Information Office serves as a central base of operations
through which a range of administration and communications services
support the activities of the Advisory Board, and provide for public
information, education and fundraising programs.
The storefront office, which includes a small information resource and map
library, serves as an information cenµ-e, where British Columbia residents
and visitors alike, representing a wide range of interests, from tourism to
trapping to industry, may direct and have answered their inquiries.
The M-KMA Information Office receives visitors and requests for
information locally, regionally, nationally and worldwide, while also serving
as a meeting site for Advisory Board Committees.
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information delivery
M-KAB newsletter

Advisory Board co-ordinator
The Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board contracts the professional and
administrative services of a full-time Advisory Board Coordinator.
Responsible for coordinating activities and programs of the Advisory Board,
as well as Committees of the Advisory Board and the Muskwa-Kechika
Information Office, the Coordinator directs, supports and participates in a
host of outreach, information, communications and fundraising programs.

Issued in the fall of 2002, the M-KAB Newsletter provides
important update information concerning the many
activities and issues relevant to ' the Muskwa-Kechika
The Newsletter is published and
Management Area.
distributed by the Board free of charge to hundreds of
individuals, businesses, organizations and government
offices throughout British Columbia.

The Board regretfully acknowledged the resignation this year of
Kathleen O'Neill, Advisory Board Coordinator since 2000, who left
in March 2003 to pursue other interests and activities. A
replacement has been sought, with the position expected to be filled
in April 2003.
~
-

Featured among a variety of news items this year is a report
detailing the work of a unique industrial waste clean-up
campaign in the M-KMA, aimed at locating and removing refuse and debris
left decades ago by mining companies.

communications
M-KMA website
/

Central to the communications arm of the Advisory
Board, aimed at informing the public, industry and
government about the M-KMA, is the M-KMA
Website, a vital electronic information tool which is
accessed, locally; regionally; nationally and from
around the world.
www.muskwa-kechika.com provides a range of
reports profiling the work of the Advisory Board,
including announcements of upcoming events. This year the MuskwaKechika Website was linked to smwww.gov.bc.ca/rmd/lrmplmklindexlhtm, a
new Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management Website focused on the
M-KMA.

public forum
M-KAB workshop
Integrating First Nations Values in Land Use and Resource Planning and
Management in the M-KMA is the focus of the next Muskwa-Kechika
Advisory Board workshop.
Created to bring people of differing
backgrounds and experiences
together in an environment of
learning, information-sharing
and -understanding, this
important, two-day forum and
event, scheduled to take place in
First Nations traditional territory,
was postponed until the fall
2003.

reaching out
public information presentations
The Advisory Board Coordinator works on behalf of the Board to inform the
public about the Muskwa-Kechika Management Area, as well as planning and
management activities of the Advisory Board.
In addition to information provided through the M-KMA website and MKMA newsletter, information is provided in person through an ongoing
series of public outreach presentations, to a wide range of audiences. These
include First Nations, schools and universities, small business, government
and industry; aswell as local governments, community and special interest
groups.
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First Nations learning
M-KAB environmental youth camp

fundraising
financial contributions

Held this year in Moose Lake, British Columbia, traditional territory of the
Kaska Dena First Nations, the annual Muskwa-Kechika Environmental·
Youth Camp provides opportunities for First Nations as well as non-First
Nations youth to learn traditional knowledge about the environment,
wilderness and wildlife, about life, and about themselves.

The Muskwa-Kechika Trust Fund matches financial contributions from a
variety of corporate and private benefactors, with most funds this year·
designated for use by the M-KAB Environmental Youth Camp.

Funded by the Muskwa-Kechika Trust Fund, which matches financial
contributions from corporate and other sponsors, this unique, ten-day
wilderness experience brings
teachers, elders and young
people together in an
atmosphere of learning and
knowledge-sharing, not just
about traditional ways of
outdoor survival, but of
contemporary issues of land
use and resource planning
and management.

public awareness
highway signage
Created to promote the interests of the M-KMA to local, national and
international travelers in northeastern British Columbia, in particular those
driving the world renowned Alaska Highway; three large wooden highway
signs were designed, constructed and erected at
strategic entry points to the M-KMA.
Funded in part by the Muskwa-Kechika Trust Fund, as
well as corporate, environmental, wilderness and
local government interests, these signs include a
greeting in a native language in ackn_owledgement of
the first and indigenous people to inhabit the
heartland of the M-KMA.

Though fundraising continues to be an important function of the Advisory
Board, it held less of a priority this year due to pending issues of governance
as they impacted on the future work of the Board, and the Board's
relationship to government.

table 2
Muskwa-Kechika Trust Fund donations 2002-2003
Donor

CPAWS* (Wilburforce Foundation)

ProJCCt

Grant Mar-03

Amount

$7.495.50

City of Fort St. John

Not Specified

CPAWS

M-K Youth Environment Camp
Mar-03

$5,000.00

CPAWS

M-K Youth Environment Camp
Mar-03

$2,500.00

Devon Canada Corporation

M-K Youth Environment Camp
Mar-03

$1,000.00

Duke Energy Gas Transmission

Enforcement Project Mar-03

Foundation for North American
WtldSheep

Defining Niche Requirements
for Stone Sheep Mar-03

Harisson McCain Foundation

M-K Youth Environment Camp
Mar-03

$2,500.00

LGL Ltd. Environmental

M-K Youth Environment Camp
Mar-03

$500.00

N orthem Thunderbird Air Inc.

M-K Youth Environment Camp
Mar-03

$250.00

Pacific Booker Minerals Inc.

M-K Youth Environment Camp
Mar-03

$50.00

WestemGeco

M-K Youth Environment Camp
Mar-03

$500.00

Youth Conservation Society

M-K Youth Environment Camp
Mar-03

$100.00

Research Associates

$200.00

$500.00
$13,239.33
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Muskwa-Kechika Trust Fund
annual expenditures
table 3
Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board expenditures 2002-2003

working capital
in trust for the benefit of people
in trust for the benefit of the land

toward effective and responsible land use
and resource planning and management
The Advisory Board works closely with government to
allocate annual expenditures from the Muskwa-Kechika
Trust Fund. These expenditures either complement or
enhance statutory responsibilities of the Advisory Board,
as stated in the Muskwa-Kechika Management Area Act
and Muskwa-KechikaManagement Plan.
Charged with protecting and conserving globally
significant wilderness and wildlife values, while allowing
for responsible resource development, the Board, through
the Trust Fund, supports a broad range of environmentrelated research projects, as well as initiatives aimed at
preserving culturally-related values.
These range from research projects in wildlife and
wildland biology and ecology; to cartography work, First
Nations education, and large and small animal
inventories. From planning for low e:p.vironmental
impact resource development, to planning for parks and
recreation opportunities, the goal of the Trust Fund is to
generate information on a wide variety of subjects, from a
wide variety of disciplines.
The Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board reports annually to
the Premier of British Columbia and to the public on all
Trust Fund expenditures.
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MK-2002-2003-01

An ecosystem Approach to Habitat
Capability Modelling and Cumulativ
Management (formerly #91)

$500,000.00

$492,354.00

MK-2002-2003-02

Conservation Area Design (CAD)

$450,000.00

$183,222.91

MK-2002-2003-03

Wildlife Management Planning

$25,000.00

$13,490.25

MK-2002-2003-04

M-KMA Park Management Planning

$20,000.00

$5,439.34

MK-2002.:2003-05
CFT0049

Mackenzie Recreation Management
Planning (Year 2 of 2)

$40,000.00

$4,938.60

MK-2002-2003-06

Co-Ordination of Pre-Tenure
Planning Projects

$180,000.00

$180,000.00

MK-2002-2003-07

Wildlife Habitat Rating Model

$20,000.00

$2Q,000.00

MK-2002-2003-08

Assessment of Habitat Suitability
Models for Managing Predator-Prey
Ecosystems (Year 2 of 2)

$31,000.00

$21,083.24

MK-2002-2003-09

Ecological Importance of Minera1
Licks (Year 2 of 3)

$62,500.00

$62,500.00

MK-2002-2003-10

M-KMA Overview of Watershed
Fish & Fish Habitat Inventory
(Year 2 of 4)

$50,000.00

$45,000.00

MK-2002-2003-11

Frog River Caribou (Year 2 of 3)

$30,000.00

$29,964.60

MK-2002-2003-12

Stones Sheep Parasites: Prevalence
and Demography

$30,00d.DO

MK-2002-2003-13

Cariboo Populations and Ecology,
Northern M-KMA (Year 4 of 4)

$175,000.00

MK-2002-2003-14

Life History & Biology of Chum
Salmon Study in Liard River
(Year 2 of 3)

$24,000.00

MK-2002-2003-15

Benchmark Vegetation Indices for
Cumulative Effects Modelling
( CEM) (Year 2 of 2)

$62,000.00

Deferred until
2003-2004

$175,000.00

Project Cancelled

$62,000.00

i
In-House support for First Nations I
Involvement for Pre-Tenure Planning

$30,000.00

MK-2002-2003-17

Enforcement (Aboriginal Officer,
Patrols)

$85,000.00

MK-2002-2003-18

Integration of First Nations Values
Workshop

$60,000.00

MK-2002-2003-20

Aboriginal Youth Camp

$50,000.00

MK-2002-2003-23

Co-ordinator and Assistance

MK-2002-2003-16

I

II

$86,650.00

Originally approved for
$50K in the Expenditure
Plan, but then amended
and approved by Minister
for $86,650.00
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table 3 -continued
Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board expenditures 2002-2003
Project
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Amount Approved in
Ex enditure Plan

Project Title

MK-2002-2003-24

Advisory Board Chair Honorarium/
Fees

MK-2002-2003-25

Direct Advisory Board Costs

MK-2002-2003-26

Strategic Facilitation Costs

MK-2002-2003-27

MK Advisory Board Costs

MK-2002-2003-28

Annual Report

MK-2002-2003-29

Program Manager, M-KMA

MK-2002-W03-30

Contingency Funding

MK-2002-2003-54

Cumulative Effects Management

c

Reported
Ex enditures

$24,000.00

$16,920.50

- $30,000.00

$54,929.03

$20,000.00

$43,271.00

$30,000.00

$42,934.32

$5,000.00

$4,755.00

$115,000.00

$102,938.10

$90,100.00

$4,535.86
$339,444.60

Comments

This project carried
forward from previous
year.

Muskwa-Kechika
Trust Fund projects -descriptions
gathering knowledge
toward responsible decision-making
From research tracing migration routes of caribou, to development of strategies
for parks and recrea.tion planning. From studies examining predator-prey
relationships, to research investigating environmental effects of industrial
activity.
Divided into eight funding categories, Muskwa-Kechika Trust Fund projects are
as diverse and many-faceted as the land itself, and together provide a critical
base of knowledge necessary for effective land use and resource planning and
management.

Project

Wildlife Management Planning

Description

Wildlife management planning for the M-KMA combines a variety of
interrelated components, from processes of research and data
integration, to consultations with First Nations and other stakeholders,
including the public. Costs exclusive of staffing required to facilitate
this important work range from travel costs, to expenses for workshops
and public meetings, to funds for materials and supplies.

Allocation

$25,000.00

Notes

This project works in support of local strategic planning requirements
specified in the Muskwa-Kechika Management Act and Muskwa-Kechika
Management Plan.

Project

Provincial Park Management Plan

Description

Provincial park management planning integrates a broad range of
scientific and socially-related disciplines and studies, including field
survey and inventory work, data mapping, and consultations with First
Nations and other stakeholders, including the public.

Allocation

$20,000.00

Notes

M-KMA provincial park plans already completed include plans for
Graham-Laurier, Northern Rockies, Redfem-Keily, and Dune Za Keyih
Provincial Parks. This project also works in support of local strategic
planning requirements specified in the Muskwa-Kechika Management
Act and Muskwa-Kechika Management Plan.

( 1) primary projects
Project

Ecosystem Approach to Habitat Capabi!iy Modelling
and Cumulative Effects Management

Description

This project is aimed at generating critical information towards a large
scale ecosystem study of large mammal predator-prey relationships in
the M-KMA, including vital baseline data against which changes may be
monitored over time. Project integrates state-of-the-art technological
support systems such as Global Positioning Satellite Collars (GPSC),
tracking animal movement, and Geographic Information Systems (GIS),
.
for large area mapping.

Allocation

$125,000.00

Notes

Funding is apportioned among four Trust Fund project categories. Data
gathered from this study is critical to minimizing negative impacts to
wildlife in relation to the construction of industrial access corridors in
theM-KMA.

Project

Conservation Area Design

Description

Conservation Area Design (CAD) is a large scale, comprehensive, multidisciplinary research initiative combining a range of environmental
studies encompassing the Muskwa-Kechika Management Area under a
single framework. A central aim of this multi-year project is to provide a
broad base· of "layered" data from a number of environmental
perspectives, including wildlife, vegetation and human use perspectives,
which may be applied one in relation to the other in order to understand
their relationships.

Allocation

$450,000.00

Notes

While preliminary work launching this project was completed in 20012002, delays were experienced this year completing some portions of
field work.

\
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Project
Description

Mackenzie Addition Recreation Management Planning

Project

This project originated with an addition of approximately two million
hectares to the Muskwa-Kechika Management Area, enacted in 2001.
Planning is specifically for the Mackenzie addition region, though work
will benefit from planning completed for the M-KMA as a whole.

Development of a Practical Framework for Cumulative Effects
Assessment and Management for Northeastern British Columbia

Description

Initiated in FY2001-2002, this large-scale research and planning project
focuses on developing strategies toward the identification, assessment
and management of cumulative effects to the environment resulting
from resource industry exploration and development. The Cumulative
Effects Assessment and Management (CEAM) Framework, in
association with related research studies, provides vital ecologicallybased data.

Allocation

$40,000.00

Notes

Public workshops in support of developing this project have been
convened, and terms of reference for the planning process have been
established. This project works in support of local strategic planning
requirements specified in the Muskwa-Kechika Management Act and
Muskwa-Kechika Management Plan.

Project

Oil and Gas Pre-Tenure Planning

Description

Pre-tenure planning, which provides regulatory ground rules for
responsible oil and gas exploration and resource development, is key to
effective planning and management for the entire M-KMA. Funds
allocated for this project help to facilitate, through workshops and other
public consultations, the oil and gas pre-tenure planning process.

Allocation
Notes

$20,000.00

Allocation
Notes

(2) .research and inventory projects

directly in support of planning
Project

Wildlife Habitat Ratings Model

Description

Wildlife habitat ratings (WHR) define the importance of ecological units
(habitat) to wildlife in terms of the potential of habitat to support
wildlife species. Data is accessed, rated and compiled in an automated
knowledge-base (computer) program (model), which generates wildlife
ratings both for the M-KMA and for the province.

Allocation

$20,000.00

Notes

A work in progress, the WHR model, -in conjunction with Predictive
Ecosystem Mapping (PEM), a more expansive information and planning
tool, is currently in use in the M-KMA. Websites have been developed to
share this information.

Project

Assessment of Habitat Suitability Models
for Managing Predator-Prey Ecosystems

Description

This research project works in support of evaluating key wildlife and
wildlife habitat data in relation to predicting potential impacts to wildlife
and habitat as a consequence of human and industrial activity.

Allocation

$31,000.00

A first draft of pre-tenure planning for the M-KMA Besa-Prophet region,
including identification and clarification of planning units in relation to
biophysical zones, is complete.

Notes
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$339,444.60
Formerly titled Development of a Practical Framework for Cumulative
Effects Assessment and Management, this project, though managed by
the Advisory Board, received a majority of its funding from the British
Columbia Oil and Gas Commission. Uncompleted in FY 2001-2002, it
was carried over to FY'2002-2003.

,

Information deriving from this project also serves to enhance Predictive
Ecosystem Mapping (PEM), and contributes to local strategic planning,
development of landscape unit objectives, and regulatory decisions
affecting the M-KMA:

Project

Ecological Importance of Mineral Licks

Project

Life History and Biology of Liar~ River Chum Salmon

Description

Mineral licks, found naturally in geological formations, provide vital
sources of nutrition to wildlife, without which their health or survival
would be jeopardized. Research includes information on the chemical
properties of licks, their locations and characteristics of use, as well as
timing and frequency of use according to species.

Description

This project was initiated to expand upon an existing database
concerning Liard River Chum salmon, their characteristics, habitat,
spawning grounds and life history.

Allocation

$24,000.00

Allocation

$62,500.00

Notes

Notes

Data derived from observed seasonal attendance ,of ungulates (moose,
Stone's, sheep, mountain goats) at mineral lick locations is used to
generate comparisons according to species, gender and age groupings.

This species is known to travel great distances, in some instances well
over a thousand kilometres in a lifetime. Data will include sciencerelated, anecdotal and archival information, and will be incorporated in
Global Information Systems (GIS), as well as maps illustrating fish stock
origins.

Project

Watershed Fish and Fish Habitat Inventory

Description

The Muskwa-Kechika Management Area comprises a number major river
systems and watersheds, making fish and fish habitat valuable resources
deserving of research and responsible resource planning and
management. Data resulting from fish· and fish habitat inventories
undertaken in the M-KMA is integrated in a standard, province-wide
information base under the Resources Inventory Committee (RIC).

Allocation

$50,000.00

Notes

Field and monitoring work are complete for both the upper Mush.a
River and Kechika River watershed group.

Project

Frog River Caribou Study

Description

Though proliferate in parts of northern Canada, caribou in the M-KMA
are in decline as a consequence of increased human and resource
industry activity. To better understand this impact, and to provide
information useful to effective wildlife planning and management
practices, this research examines herd and ranging characteristics of
caribou occupying the Frog River region of the M-KMA.

Allocation

$30,000.00

Notes

Information deriving from this study will contribute to ongoing local
strategic planning initiatives.

Project

Caribou Populations and Ecology (Northern M-KMA)

Description

Separate from the Frog River Caribou study, this project was initiated to
establish critical baseline ecological and biological information
concerning one of the major caribou herds occupying the northern MKMA. Data deriving from this study will support a variety of wildlife
management and conservation goals and objectives, with particular
respect to large mammal predator-prey systems.

Allocation

$175,000.00

Notes

Wootlland caribou are listed on a provincial rating system as being
particularly vulnerable, even endangered due to their sensitivities to
human and resource development activities, and/or large scale natural
events such as drought or fire. Significant financial contributions
toward this project have been provided through both public and
corporate sponsorship.
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Project

Stone's Sh{ep Parasite Prt:Valence and Demography

Description

A significant portion of the world's total population of Stone's sheep, an
animal much in demand by big game hunters worldwide, make their
home in the M-KMA. The focus of this research is parasites and their
impact on Stone's sheep health and mortality rates, a key concern
affecting the wellbeing and longevity of this important mountain animal.

Allocation

$30,000.00

Notes

Dung sample kits facilitating laboratory studies have been distributed to
M-KMA guide outfitters, Provincial Park staff, Conservation Officers
and Wildlife Branch personnel.

, (3) First Nations integration projects
Project

Facilitating First Nations Involvement
in Oil and Gas Pre-Tenure Planning

Description

Participation from First Nations people in ongoing land use and resource
planning and management processes is critical. Not only are First
Nations people original inhabitants of the land, they possess valuable,
historic and traditional knowledge of the environment.

Allocation

$50,000.00

Notes

Funds are to help provide for the attendance of First Nations people at
public consultations and workshops apart of the pre-tenure planning
process, as well as the review and analysis of pre-tenure planning
information in draft form.

Project

Benchmark Vegetation Indices
for Cumulative Effects Modelling

Description

This study integrates Satellite Imaging Data (SID) to generate maps
showing different classifications of vegetation relative to location.
Information deriving from this research is key to predictin:g and
explaining the presence and movement characteristics oflarge mammal
species such as grizzly bear and caribou, who depend upon vegetation to
survive.

Project

M-KMA First Nations Patrol Officer

Description

This project provides for the services of a First Nations Conservation
Officer in the M-KMA, to ensure that land use regulations are followed,
and to provide information, delivered in person, concerning the
Muskwa-Kechika Management Area.

$62,000.00

Allocation

$85,000.00

Data generated from this project supports and enhances Predictive
Ecosystem Mapping (PEM), while contributing directly to local strategic
planning initiatives. Additionally; information gathered from this study
will be integrated with wildlife data gathered from other, similar studies.

Notes

This is the only conservation officer position with responsibilities forthe
M-KMA held by a First Nations person. Funding includes salary and
costs associated with regular patrols in the Management Area.

Project

Incorporating First Nations Values
in Land Use and Resource Planning

Allocation
Notes

, Description •
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A multi-disciplinary workshop with an anticipated attendance of a
·hundred people of more, the objective of this project is to provide a
forum where issues of First Nations values and traditional knowledge in
land use and resource planning I!).ay be openly -discussed and
documented.

Allocation

$60,000.00

Notes

·Funds provide for expenses toward orgamzmg, coordinating and
implementing the two-day event, as well as documentation of summary
information. Approved for FY 2002-2003, this project was postponed
until the fall of2003.

(4) incorporating traditional ecological knowledge
(TEK) in planning
Project

Incorporating Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK)
and Traditional Land Uses in Planning

Description

Traditional knowledge of the land, unlike other forms, is knowledge of
land and wildlife that is steeped in history, which is often verbally passed
on through the generations. In recognition of the importance of this
knowledge to processes of land use and resource planning and
management, this project provides for the research and study of
traditional ecological knowledge, as well as ways in which it may be
incorporated into mainstream planning processes.

Allocation
Notes ·

$40,000.00
Partnership potential for this project exists with a Fort St.John ResultsBased Pilot Project, which is currently underway.

Project

Governance Model Evaluations

Description

A project in support of development work toward a future M-KAB
governance and funding model; this work is specifically aimed at
processes of evaluation, integrating professional, consultative and other
information and advice necessary for the review and appraisal of
organizational frameworks.

Allocation

$50,ooo:oo

Notes

This work is central in terms of providing for an orderly transition of
organizational responsibilities and procedures.

(7) Advisory Board co-ordination
Projec.t

Professional and Administrative Services

Description

A Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board Coordinator is contracted on an
annual basis to provide a range of full-time professional and
administrative services in support of the work of the Board, including
staffing of a publicly accessible storefront office.
'

Allocation
Notes

$133,500.00

(5) ,special projects
Project

M-KAB First Nations Environmental Youth Camp

Description

In recognition that the youth of today are future leaders of tomorrow, the
First Nations Environmental Youth Camp provides opportunities for
both First Nations and non First Nations young people to spend time in
the outdoors. A range of wilderness and cultural activities encourage
participants to learn from elders and other instructors about the
environment, spiritual matters, and about themselves.

Allocation
Notes

(8) Advisory Board administration

$50,000.00
Originally approved for $50,000.00, this project was later amended,
awarded additional funds and approved for $86,650.00.

Project

Advisory Board Chair Honorarium

Description

In recognition of the responsibilities and workload of the MuskwaKechika Advisory Board Chair, as well as time required for meetings,
conferences and travel, an honourarium helps to defray costs associated
with this otherwise unpaid position.

Allocation
Notes

$24,000.00

(6) partnership-building and governance
Project

Partnership Building Funding Formula

Description

This project comprises a variety of tasks associated with development of
a future governance and funding model for the Advisory Board. While a
single model will ultimately be chosen, several will be researched and
evaluated with respect to their suitability accommodating the ·varied
roles and responsibilities of the Board.

Allocation
Notes

Funds include fees both for a Coordinator and assistant, as well as
$20,000.00 for standard office expenses.

The Advisory Board Chair, unlike other volunteer members of the Board,
both represents the Board and supervises its activities.

$40,000.00
In addition to project work required by Advisory Board members,
significant consultation and advice will be sought from professionals.
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Project
Description

Allocation
Notes
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Direct Advisory Board Costs

Project

M-KAB Annual Report to the Premier and the Public

The eighteen-member Advisory Board, made up of members residing in
two provinces, meets over three days three times annually at different
locations near to or in the Muskwa-Kechika Management Area. Many
Ad"15ory Board members are also required to travel to conferences and
symposiums, while Committees of the Board meet both via telephone
conferencing and in person.

Description

The M-KAB Annual Report to the Premier and the Public is a key
information and communication tool accounting in summary form the
activities and expenditures of the Advisory Board in relation to its
legislated roles and responsibilities. Expenses in addition to publishing
and distributing this document include costs for graphic design and
layout.

$30,000.00

Allocation

$5,000.00

In an effort to reduce costs, the number of full Advisory Board meetings
has been reduced.

Notes

This amount reflects no cost increases over previous years.

Project

Muskwa-Kechika Program Manager

Project

Strategic Facilitation Services

Description

Description

The Advisory Board contracts the professional services of an outside
consultant and facilitator, who works in support providing analysis and·
advice regarding strategic planning and governance matters, and who
facilitates meetings of the Board toward completing large workloads over
restricted periods of time.

Allocation

$20,000.00

Notes

Fees for consultancy and facilitation work, exclusive of travel and
accommodation expenses, are charged on a day rate basis.

Representing the Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management, as well
as sitting as an ex officio member of the Advisory Board, the MuskwaKechika Program Manager serves a vital role in the daily business,
administration and management of the Board. Charged with budgeting
and overseeing expenditures allocated in the expenditure plan, as well as
generating contracts for and tracking all M-KMA Trust Fund contracted
services, the Program Manager also represents the interests of the
Management Area and Advisory Board to other land use planning
agencies, including the IAMC and Peace Managers Committee.

Allocation

$115,000.00

Notes

This amount includes fees and expenses, including office, travel and
work-related transportation expenses.

Project

Advisory Board Costs (Information Office)

Description

The Muskwa-Kechika Information Office, in Fort St.john, BC serves to
promote the interests of the Advisory Board and of the M-KMA, while
providing information to the public. It also serves as a central meeting
place for Board members and Committees of the Board.

Allocation

$30,000.00

Notes

In an effort to reduce costs for office space, the Advisory Board
Coordinator and Muskwa-Kechika Program Manager are actively
seeking alternatives, including paruierships, to the current Information
Office location.

FY 2002-2003 Contingency Funding

Funds are calculated at five percent of total annual expenditures.
$90,100.00
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